
“How to Begin Your Acting Career Workshop” 
Sunday, March 31, 2019 @ 4pm 

At OGAC ACTING STUDIO in the HEIGHTS

A beginners workshop on how to get started in the acting business. You will gain knowledge on 
everything from how to train, how to submit to an agent, what marketing materials are essential and how 
to avoid being taken advantage of and wasting time and money. 

Included in the workshop price will be several discount offers from area photographers, demo reel 
editors, acting schools and more!

This is a great workshop to gain objective knowledge. You will be informed about multiple resources in 
various industries so that you can choose which is best for YOU. 

You will get your questions answered regarding everything from the best TYPE of training for you, 
because there ARE different types or training for different types of actors. 

We will discuss the process for submitting to agents answer all your questions on this most important 
topic! 

We will also cover what type of photographers work for your marketing needs like headshots, characters 
shots, candid shots. 

Every beginning actor needs to know how to self submit on projects as well as which are the most used 
legitimate casting websites, how to join them if your represented or unrepresented  and so much more! 

Whether you're a parent of or an unrepresented aspiring actor, or you have an agent and have questions 
about what is next, this workshop will guide you in the direction that you need to go in order to further 
your career. Ultimately you are in control of your acting career and there are things you can do to 
promote, market and improve your chances at success. 


At OGAC Studios in the Heights 
905 Cortlandt Houston 77008


713.492.8621

www.OGAC.Life


Come and learn how to TAKE CHARGE of your career!

$50 if you register before March 28, $75 March 29-31. 


PREREGISTER by sending your payment via the 

Cashapp to $OGACActorsStudio OR  

Zelle pay to ogaccm@gmail.com 
Include your name and you will automatically be registered! Call 713.492.8621 w questions! 
PRICE INCLUDES DISCOUNT OFFERS FROM SEVERAL HOUSTON ACTING RESOURCES LIKE 

PHOTOGRAPHERS, VIDEO EDITORS, AND MORE!!

NO REFUNDS LESS THAN 48 HOURS BEFORE SUNDAY, MARCH 31, 2019


